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#Lead lyrics on the left side, background lyric on right
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Thank you for goodbye by T Pau

intro (Am F G F)

Verse:
Am              Dm
Love turned my head today
G       F
I turned away
Am              Dm
Your smile for all to see
G       F
It used to be for me

F               Am
You made your bed now you lie in it
F               Gm   H
And don t you come to me  No, don t you come to me

Chorus:
F         C   Bb     C
Thank you for goodbye                   Thanksgiving you never did for me
Thank you for goodbye                   And setting free from my misery
Thank you for goodbye                   ? I never stand that I d take away
Thank you for goodbye                   It s easy today

Intro

(Verse)
You let me love you
You did not seem to care
So I m here with someone new
Why do you stare



                                         Cause you know
Our love is dead: you leave it be
And don t you come to me                Don t come for me

(Chorus)
Thank you for goodbye                   Thanksgiving you never did for me
Thank you for goodbye                   And setting free from my misery
Thank you for goodbye                   ? I never stand that I d take away
Thank you for goodbye                   Yeah

Sax Solo  (Hm Em A G | Hm Em A G | G Am D)

(Chorus)
G         D   C    D
Thank you for goodbye                   Thanksgiving you never did for me
Thank you for goodbye                   And setting free from my misery
Thank you for goodbye                   ? I never stand that I d take away
Thank you for goodbye

intro

Additional lyrics on the sleave, where do these go ?

So I really don t matter
I m just a rung on your ladder
To climb over on your way to town
I ll kick you on your way back down
You treat me like some kind of child
And you know it makes me wild
Time was you made me sad
Now when I seee you I just get mad

typed in by Vesa 
Lyrics are way off, chords should be ok...


